
SOCIAL MEDIA + 
ONLINE MARKETING

HOW TO BEAT THE ALGORITHM
⋙ Be consistent, post + story frequently
⋙ Engage with others + respond to all comments
⋙ Be genuine + authentic
⋙ Be funny, be inspiring + be you.  Tell your story!
⋙ Clean posts
⋙ Change up your hashtags daily, do them in the comments, use around
20 different ones
⋙ Use photos + content of humans, of your team, of your mentors, your
support system.....not just of your products. 
⋙ Your profile needs to be relatable + inviting.  
⋙ They will support YOU before they will support your business.  
⋙ Do not edit your post for 24 hours .... so proofread really well before
posting
⋙ Create video content + Reels

TELL YOUR STORY + (BE VULNERABLE, VISIBLE + VALUABLE)
⋒ Number one piece of advice is to be you and be relatable!
⋒ Share your story, talk about how you got where you are and why you
are doing what you are doing.
⋒ People do not want to be 'sold' on instagram anymore, they want to
connect with their community and feel a part of your story and
understand how they are supporting your business.

CONTENT CALENDAR
☼ Plan in advance....but also do whatever works best for you.  We
normally plan about a week in advance because life changes so fast these
days.
☼ If using a scheduling app is easiest for you....do that.  If posting on the
fly with whatever comes to your mind works best.....do that.  
☼ Just post + be consistent.
☼ Stick with a theme for a week or so whether that be a holiday you are
promoting, pictures from a photoshoot, new product, etc.

IG STORY ADS
≋ Start with $5.00 per day + Target your demographic
≋ Use a quality photo + Offer a coupon code
≋ Remember using FB / IG ads is an investment of both your time +
money.  You will need to try different ads until you figure out what works.  
≋ Be patient.  
≋ We have had the most success with story ads, but we recommend trying
them all until you figure out what works best.
≋ Target your demographic



GIVEAWAYS
♡ Offering a giveaway to followers on social media is a GREAT way to drive
traffic to your site and promote both new + old products.
♡ Offer something for free, ask followers to like your account, like the post
and tag someone (or a few people) in the comments or ask people to share
it to their stories.
♡ Tell followers when you will be announcing a winner and continue to
promote the giveaway all the way up until contest expires.
♡ It is also great to team up or collab with another business / account to
double the traction on the giveaway.

UNDERSTAND THE POWER OF EXISTING CUSTOMERS
⋙ The probability of selling to an existing customer is 60-70%.  The
probability of selling to a new customer is only 5-20%.
⋙ It is SO important to Build a relationship with your customers.  Do this
through social media, but also we highly recommend personally reaching
out to people as well (through DMs or through email).  It will help your
customers feel connected to you and important.
⋙ Repeat customers are also your best sales people too!  If they love your
brand and your products, they will tell people about it, post on social
media, share with their contacts and spread the word faster than you can.

MAILCHIMP / EMAIL MARKETING
⋒ Malichimp has free plans until you build you list to a few thousand
⋒ Send an email once a week (Tuesday + Thursday are the best days) 
⋒ Send either around 10:00am or 2:00pmBe consistent, but keep the
content fresh.  
⋒ People want to see something new each weekHigh quality photos
⋒ Easy to navigate + visually appealing + clean + and a good mixture of
pictures + text

PERSONALLY REACHING OUT TO PEOPLE + SAYING THANK YOU
⇢ The world wide web is a forever simple, yet extremely complicated, way
to market your business but we also are big believers in adding a personal
touch.  Send your customers a personal email to say thank you after their
order.  
⇢ Write a handwritten card to anyone who orders more than once.  
⇢ Pick up the phone and call your corporate clients to let them know what
you have coming up.  
⇢ Business is all about relationships.  Build them.  Grow them.  Lean on
them.  And treat them like the most important thing in the world.
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